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Questions

• How does structure of the recent (equatorward) trend of the JJA North 
Atlantic jet compare to the projected future (poleward) climate change 
response?

• Do we understand the mechanisms causing each of them?

• What are the implications for near-term projections of UK summers?



ERA5 Jet Latitude [0 to 60W]

SSP585 (78 members) Jet Lat Anomalies

Top: Summertime jet latitudes in ERA5. Jet latitude is 

defined here as the latitude of the maximum of the zonal 

mean season mean U850 profile over 0 to 60W. The black 

line is an 11-year running mean.

Bottom: The same 11-year mean diagnostic computed 

from 78 CMIP6 simulations (covering 34 models), joining

together matching historical and SSP5-85 runs. The mean 

jet latitude over the ERA5 period has been removed.

• The trend in observations since 1980 is as large as the 

projected climate change response but in the opposite 

direction.

• Based on this plot alone, it is plausible that by 2050

the JJA jet latitude remains at its current value

(anomaly of -1) or moves poleward by 5 degrees 

(anomaly of +4).

• This is important because JJA jet latitude is highly 

correlated with various impacts e.g. UK precipitation.



Left: ERA5 trend in JJA U850 (top) and 

U250 (bottom) over 1980-2020.

Right: CMIP6 multi-model mean 

response in JJA U850 (top) and U250 

(bottom), defined as the 2060-2100 

minus 1960-2000 difference.

The recent (equatorward) trend is

• Localised over the eastern North 

Atlantic

• Barotropic in structure, with trends in 

the upper-level winds mirroring the 

changes at low levels

The future (poleward) response is

• More zonally-elongated across the 

basin

• Baroclinic in structure, with the 

strongest response at upper-levels at 

the upstream end of the storm track 

and vice versa at low levels

Do the structures of the changes give a clue to the mechanisms?



As previous slide but showing zonal 

mean U sections for 40W to 60W 

(top) and 0 to 20W (bottom). 

Comments from previous slide 

apply here.

Do the structures of the changes give a clue to the mechanisms?



Aside on split vs merged jets…

In JJA the eastern North Atlantic has a double jet structure at upper-

levels (see previous U250 maps). In some years the jets are merged 

whilst others have two clearly distinct jets.

Left: The number of distinct upper-level jets in ERA5 (dots) and its 11-

year running mean (blue).

Right: The 11-year running mean diagnostic for each of the CMIP6 

members.

• The recent trend is associated with a shift towards fewer split jet 

years and more merged jet years

• The future response does not show a change in the frequency of 

merged jet states -> consistent with both the eddy-driven and sub-

tropical jets shifting polewards together?

Do the structures of the changes give a clue to the mechanisms?



Aside on the season cycle…

Left: Monthly histograms of the U850 jet latitude 

distributions in ERA5 (top) and HadGEM3-GC31-MM 

(bottom) [x-axis is month of year]

• The winter trimodal structure is clear together with 

the poleward migration to a single jet in summer

Right: The recent trend and future change.

• Recent trend is dominated by June (a later poleward 

migration?)

• The future poleward shift is present throughout 

much of the spring, summer and autumn.

Do the structures of the changes give a clue to the mechanisms?



A first look towards potential drivers
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A first look towards potential drivers

• Recent trend in jet latitude is highly correlated with the

AMO timeseries (Sutton and Dong, 2012)

• Cool 70s/80s → poleward jet; warm 00s/10s →

equatorward jet

• Numerous mechanisms suggested in the literature (local

SSTs, tropical SSTs, Arctic sea ice loss, …)

• Future poleward shift is consistent with the zonal mean 

zonal wind response

• But, the eastern North Atlantic response has also been 

linked to the strength of the North Atlantic warming hole

(Haarsma et al 2015)
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